Rescue: The Exodus Of The Ethiopian Jews
Synopsis

The plight of the Ethiopian Jews grabbed the attention of the world in 1985 when the revelation of a secret rescue mission dominated the headlines. Ruth Gruber now gives us a rare behind-the-headlines account of this historic event with all the intrigue and suspense of a first-class thriller. Rescue is the moving and vividly told story of a modern-day biblical exodus, detailing the long and treacherous road to freedom traveled by fifteen thousand courageous black Ethiopian Jews. Until the public disclosure of Operation Moses - the daring airlift rescue of thousands of Ethiopian Jews to a haven in Israel - few people knew of this devout community who for centuries have continued to uphold the ancient Jewish traditions, while living in such total isolation that they believed themselves to be the last bastion of Jewish culture left in the world. Rescue recounts their valiant journey through the perilous mountains, forests, and deserts of Ethiopia and Sudan to the long-delayed exodus and their absorption into Israeli society.
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Customer Reviews

Interesting reading that has given me a better of the Ethiopian Jews and the role they played in the Bible and in the effects they had on people of color in the Bible.

very interesting story

Wonderful book
This is a good book on a subject I knew nothing about. It's a story about a long lost Jewish tribe in Ethiopia and Israel's attempts to immigrate them into the State of Israel. It's a fascinating book about the hardships endured by African Jews and their long hard journey to Israel.....and the efforts made by the USA and Israel to rescue them i.e. Operation Moses, and Operation Solomon. A great read.
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